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Subject two
Text:
From 206 BC to 200 AD ambitious emperors of the Chinese Han dynasty gained
control of a region stretching from the Pacific Ocean to the Tarin basin. They built
northern military outposts along the Great Wall and the edges of the desert to protect
the long trade caravans against attacking nomadic tribesmen.Persian, Arab, and Indian
traders visited the Han capital, and the eastern part.
In 105 BC the Han colonized parts of northern Korea.Chinese culture filtered into the
indigenous Korean kingdoms of Koguryo (Goguryo), Silla,Paekche( Baekche) and
Kaya (Gaya) .To the south the Chinese imposed their culture on Vietnam ,which they
directly ruled for about 1,000 years.
Chinese culture during the Han dynasty reached new heights in pottery ,sculpture,
painting, music, and literature ,especially after the invention of papermaking .Chinese
engineers built roads and canals camparable to those of the Romans. A prosperous ,
urbanized society tried to live by Confucian moral ideals.
As the Han dynasty declined , frontier tribesmen became stronger in their
attacks.Waves of Turkic , Mangol, and Hunnish invaders attacked tribal movements that
spread through central Asia , into Europe. Many Chinese fled south, where a Chinese
state formed in the Yangtze River valley. Chinese civilization advanced despite these
setbacks with Buddhism and native Daoism emerging as the dominant religions.
A.Reading /Interpreting:(7points)
1.Match each idea with its corresponding paragraph:(2pts)
Ideas
Paragraphs
a.decline of Han dynasty.
1
b.Chinese architectural and cultural
2
achievements.
3
c.Han dynasty’s colonies.
4
d.expansion of Han dynasty.
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2.Answer the following questions according to the text:(3pts)
a.Why did the Chinese Han dynasty build military outposts?
b.When did the Han conquer Korea?
c.Were the Chinese skilled in architecture?

3.Give a title to the text.(1pt)
4.What/ who do the underlined words refer to in the text:(1pt)
They(1§)
which(2§)
their(4§)
where(4§)
Text exploration:(8points)
1.Find in the text words closest in meaning to the following :(1.5pt)
Raiding (1§)
governed (2§)
achieved (3§)
2.Find in the text words opposite in meaning to the following :(1pt)
Poor ( 3§ ) ≠ ………..
rural ( 3§) ≠ …………..
3.Complete the following table as shown in the example:(1.5pt)
verb
noun
adjective
To civilize
civilization
civilized
To achieve
……………..
……………
…………..
……………..
Prosperous
…………..
colonization
………….
4.Rewrite these sentences differently :(2pts)
1)a.Foreign cultures influenced the Indian culture.
b.The Indian culture ……………………………….
2)a.Many invaders crushed the chinese dynasty.
b.The Chinese dynasty……………………………
5.Give the correct form of the verbs in brackets:(1pt)
a-In the 5th century,Indian architecture (reach) a pinnacle.
b-Ancient Egyptians used to (pray) in temples.
6.Classify the following words according to the pronunciation of the final
“ed”:(1pt)
Ruled-achieved-succeeded-developed
/d/

/t/

/Id/

Part two: written expression (5points)
Choose one topic:
Topic one: Write a composition of about 10 lines explaining how people can preserve
and keep their culture. Use these notes:
-Respect their customs.
-Organize exhibitions.
-Write books.
-Organize festivals.
-Remind children of the past of their ancestors.

Topic two:
Do you think that people who do illegal business help their country? Why or
why not? justify your opinion.
Good Luck
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Correction of Third Term English Exam
A/ Reading /interpreting;
1.a:4 b:3 c:2 d:1
2.a-Chinese Han dynasty built military outposts to protect the long trade caravans
against attacking nomadic tribesmen.
b.The Han conquered Korea In 105 BC.
c.Yes, they were.
3.Han dynasty/The Chinese Han dynasty/Chinese civilization.
4.they;emperors of the Chinese Han dynasty.
Which; Vietnam
their; frontier tribesmen where; south of china
B/Text exploration;
1.attacking
ruled
reached
2.prosperous urbanized
3.
verb
noun
adjective
civilize
civilization
civilized
achievement
Achieve
achievable
prosperity
Prosperous
prosper
colonization
colonized
colonize
4.1)The Indian culture was influenced by foreign cultures.
2)The Chinese dynasty was crushed by many invaders.
5.a-reached b-pray
6.
/d/
/t/
/Id/
Ruled-achieved
developed
succeeded
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